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Abstract

In the earlier papers [BBP16a, BBP16b] we gave hybrid-logical formalizations of the first-order and second-order Sally-Anne tasks. In these papers we argued that the reasoning used in the first-order case was essentially a simple form of propositional logic, whereas in the second-order case, a genuinely modal logic was needed. In this paper we give a more detailed justification of this claim by first discussing the simple propositional semantics for the logic used to analyse the first-order case, and then presenting a Kripke-style modal semantics for the logic underlying the second-order case.

1 Introduction

First-order false-belief tasks are a widely studied family of reasoning tasks used in cognitive and developmental psychology. A well known example is the Sally-Anne task:

A child is shown a scene with two doll protagonists, Sally and Anne, having respectively a basket and a box. Sally first places a marble into her basket. Then Sally leaves the scene, and in her absence, Anne moves the marble and puts it in her box. Then Sally returns, and the child is asked: “Where will Sally look for her marble?”

Children above the age of four typically handle this task correctly: they say that Sally will look in the basket, which is where Sally (falsely) believes the marble to be. Younger children, on the other hand, say that Sally will look in the box: this is indeed where the marble is, but this information is not available to Sally and hence the response is incorrect. For children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), the shift to correct responses usually occurs at a later age.

The attainment of first-order false-belief mastery is a milestone in the acquisition of Theory of Mind (ToM), the capacity to ascribe mental states such as beliefs to oneself and others, and some researchers account for ASD using some form of a ToM deficit hypothesis; see [BC95].

Many first-order false-belief tasks have been devised, but second-order false-belief tasks are less well studied. Consider the following version of the second-order Sally-Anne task (the bold font highlights the new text added to the first-order version just given; the bracketed [Sally will] marks the shift in word order from ‘will Sally’):

A child is shown a scene with two doll protagonists, Sally and Anne, having respectively a basket and a box. Sally first places a marble into her basket. Then Sally leaves the scene, and in her absence, Anne moves the marble and puts it in her box. However, although Anne does not realise this, Sally is peeking through the window and sees what Anne is doing. Then Sally returns, and the child is asked: “Where does Anne think that [Sally will] look for her marble?”

1 Autism Spectrum Disorder is a psychiatric disorder with the following diagnostic criteria: 1. Persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction. 2. Restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities. For details, see Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-V), published by the American Psychiatric Association.
Again there is a transition age. Children above the age of six typically handle this task correctly: they respond that Anne thinks that Sally will look in the basket, which is where Anne (falsely) believes that Sally believes the marble to be. Younger children respond that Anne thinks that Sally will look in the box: this is where Sally knows the marble to be, but Anne does not know that Sally knows this and hence the response is incorrect. For children with ASD, results are mixed: Most studies indicate that performance on second-order tasks does not differ from that of typically developing children, matched on a number of variables.

The pioneering work on logical modeling of the first-order Sally-Anne task and other first-order false-belief tasks was carried out by Stenning and van Lambalgen, [Sv08], using non-monotonic closed world reasoning. The first-order Sally-Anne task has also been formalized using an interactive theorem prover for a many-sorted first-order modal logic [AB08]. Applications of logical models to second-order false-belief tasks are rare; one of the few examples is the paper [Bol18], which uses a version of dynamic epistemic logic.

As mentioned in the abstract, we presented hybrid-logical formalizations of both the first-order and second-order Sally-Anne tasks in the papers [BBP16a, BBP16b]; these were based on the earlier work on first-order false-beliefs tasks found in [Bra14]. The approach in [Bra14, BBP16a, BBP16b] differs from the other logical formalizations we have mentioned in a key respect: it takes the notion of perspective shift as fundamental. The key idea underlying these papers is that correctly handling the Sally-Anne tasks involves taking the perspective of another agent — in the first-order case Sally and in the second-order case Anne — and reasoning about what they believe. So to speak, you have to put yourself in another person’s shoes.

Our previous works [Bra14, BBP16a, BBP16b] had a syntactic flavour; they were based on proof-theory, and in particular, a hybrid-logical natural deduction system. In the present paper we take a more semantic view, and develop a claim made in [BBP16a, BBP16b], namely that the reasoning in the first-order Sally-Anne task is essentially simple propositional logic, whereas in the second-order Sally-Anne task, a genuinely modal logic is needed. We substantiate this claim by first discussing a simple propositional semantics for the first-order case: essentially we are making use of distributed propositional logic: hybrid-logical machinery allows us to jump between different information locations (or perspective). We then move to the second-order case, and show the need for a full-blown modal semantics.

The logical investigations presented in this paper are carried out as part of a correlation and training study of second-order social reasoning competency in high-functioning children with ASD, the hypothesis being that training in linguistic recursion (in particular, handling of sentential complements) will improve their social cognition skills, as measured by second-order false-belief tests. More precisely, we measure the second-order reasoning capacity using a composite score involving all four reasoning patterns singled out by our logical analysis; see [BBP16b]. Our study involves 62 Danish-speaking children with ASD. See [PBB18] for results from the correlation study. See also [BPP18]. In the paper [BBP] we present some empirical results (for both children with ASD and typically developing children) on the effects of the four second-order false-belief reasoning patterns.

2 An indexed propositional logic (for the first-order task)

First we define the syntax and semantics of the fragment of hybrid logic we use for the formalization of the first-order Sally-Anne task, namely a version of Jerry Seligman’s [Sel97] Logic of Correct Description (LCD). The language we use is very simple: Atomic formulas are expressions like $\text{Bl}(i,t)$ and $\text{Bm}(t)$ as well as $B\neg m(t)$, which are treated as propositional symbols; we also have similar expression where the belief-modality $B$ has been replaced by the seeing-modality $S$. In other words, our atomic formulas are modalized literals. We also have nominals $s, a, b, c, \ldots$ which stand for people. The connectives are the usual Boolean connectives of propositional logic together with a satisfaction operator $@_s$ for each nominal $s$. A formula on the form $@_s \phi$ is called a satisfaction statement.
Definition 2.1 A model for LCD is a tuple \((P, \{V_i\}_{i \in P})\) where

1. \(P\) is a non-empty set ("people") and
2. For each \(i\), \(V_i\) is a function that to each propositional symbol (that is: modalized literal) assigns an element of \(\{0, 1\}\).

Thus, a model embodies propositional information indexed by points in a set. In the present approach to false-belief tasks, these points are taken to be people (in our running example Sally and Anne) and the information indexed by them is their beliefs, what they see, and so on.

Given a model \(M = (P, \{V_i\}_{i \in P})\), an assignment is a function \(g\) that to each nominal assigns an element of \(P\). The relation \(M, g, i \models \phi\) is defined by induction, where \(g\) is an assignment, \(i\) is an element of \(P\), and \(\phi\) is a formula (and where \(p\) stands for an atomic formula as described above: that is, modalized literal).

\[
\begin{align*}
M, g, i \models p & \iff V_i(p) = 1 \\
M, g, i \models a & \iff i = g(a) \\
M, g, i \models \phi \land \psi & \iff M, g, i \models \phi \text{ and } M, g, i \models \psi \\
M, g, i \models \phi \rightarrow \psi & \iff M, g, i \models \phi \text{ implies } M, g, i \models \psi \\
M, g, i \models \bot & \iff \text{falsum} \\
M, g, i \models @a \phi & \iff M, g, g(a) \models \phi
\end{align*}
\]

Nominals here should be thought of as naming the unique person they are true at, for example, we shall use \(s\) as a nominal true at Sally; in effect \(s\) is a 'name' that picks out Sally. Satisfaction operators enable us to shift perspective between different people. Incidentally, letting nominals name people is exactly what is done in Arthur Prior's egocentric logic; see [Bla06] and also Section 1.3 in [Bra11], in particular pp. 15–16. Now, in Prior's original egocentric logic there was also a modality for talking about the taller-than relation between people. At the moment, the only modalities in our language are \(B\) and \(S\), and they only occur in modalized literals, as our immediate aim is to show that (for the first-order Sally-Anne task) we are essentially working in propositional logic. But when we later consider the second-order Sally-Anne task, both \(B\) and \(S\) will become full-fledged modalities (rather like Prior's taller-than modality) and thus the resulting language could be viewed as a version of egocentric logic.

For more on nominals, satisfaction operators and hybrid logic more generally, see [Bla00] and [Bra11].

3 A natural deduction system for LCD

As far as the analysis of first-order false-belief tasks is concerned, expressions of the form \(S\phi\) and \(B\phi\) are essentially complicated-looking propositional symbols: they are only used in simple propositional reasoning and then fed into a perspective-shifting natural deduction rule called Term.

Let's make this precise. Here is the natural deduction system for LCD we shall use to analyse the first-order Sally-Anne task. We use the system obtained by extending the standard natural deduction system for classical propositional logic with the rules in Figure 1. This system is a modified version of a natural deduction system for LCD originally introduced by Seligman in [Sel97]. The system of [Sel97] was modified in [Bra04] and [Bra11] with the aim of obtaining a desirable property called closure under substitution, see Subsection 4.1.1 of [Bra11] for further information. Soundness and completeness proofs for this system can also be found in [Bra11].

Natural deduction style reasoning is based on two main ideas: The first is that there are two different kinds of rule for each logical connective: one to introduce it, the other to eliminate it. The second is that conditional reasoning is hardwired into natural deduction systems: we can make an assumption, work out its consequences, and then discharge it.\(^2\) Natural deduction was originally developed to model mathematical argumentation, see [Pra65, Pra05], but there is now

\(^2\)The discharge mechanism is a bit technical; it works as follows. All assumptions in a proof-tree are annotated with numbers. An assumption being discharged means that it is discharged by one particular rule-instance, and this
Figure 1: Natural deduction rules for LCD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@I</td>
<td>$a \phi \to a_0 \phi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@E</td>
<td>$a \phi \to \phi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\phi_1 \ldots \phi_n[\hat{a}]
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\psi
\end{array}
\]

\[ (Term)^* \]

* $\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_n$, and $\psi$ are satisfaction statements, and there are no undischarged assumptions in the derivation of $\psi$ besides the specified occurrences of $\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_n$ and the nominal $a$.

† The nominal $a$ does not occur in the formula $\psi$ or in any undischarged assumptions other than the specified occurrences of $a$.

Some experimental backing for the claim that it is a mechanism underlying human deductive reasoning more generally; see [Rip08].

The rules @I and @E in Figure 1 are the introduction and elimination rules for satisfaction operators, in line with the first main idea behind natural deduction mentioned above. Both rules are natural and straightforward. For example, the introduction rule @I can be viewed as capturing the following informal argument involving spatial location (taken from [Sel97]):

This is Bloomington;
the sun is shining;
so the sun is shining in Bloomington.

Similarly, the elimination rule @E can be viewed as formalizing this argument (again from [Sel97]):

This is Tokyo;
people drive on the left in Tokyo;
so people drive on the left.

But it is the Term rule that is central to the Sally-Anne formalization. This rule lets us switch to another perspective, do some hypothetical reasoning, and then switch back. Syntactically, the Term rule delimits a subderivation. Mathematically, the shift to a hypothetical person/world effected by the rule Term can be seen by inspecting the proof that the rule is sound (Theorem 4.1 in Chapter 4 of [Bra11]): The world of evaluation is shifted from the actual world to the hypothetical world where the nominal $a$ is true (that is, the perspective of the person $a$ is taken) then some reasoning is performed involving the delimited subderivation which by mathematical induction is assumed to be sound, and finally the world of evaluation is shifted back to the actual world.

The way Term delimits a subderivation is similar to the way a subderivation is delimited by the introduction rule for the modal operator $\Box$ in the natural deduction system for S4 given in [BdP00], making use of explicit substitutions in derivations; more specifically, it is similar to the way subderivations are delimited by so-called boxes in linear logic. Using boxes in the style of linear logic, the Term rule could alternatively be formulated as follows (compare to our formulation in Figure 1).

is indicated by annotating the assumption and the rule-instance with identical numbers. A rule-instance annotated with some number discharges all undischarged assumptions that are above it and are annotated with the number in question, and moreover, are occurrences of a formula determined by the rule-instance. Two assumptions in a proof-tree belong to the same parcel if and only if they are annotated with the same number and are occurrences of the same formula, and moreover, either are both undischarged or have both been discharged by the same rule-instance. Thus, in this terminology, rules discharge parcels. We shall make use of the standard notation $[\phi^r]$ to denote a parcel where $r$ is the number annotating the formulas in the parcel. We shall often omit the numbers when no confusion can occur.
We refer the reader to [Sel97] and Chapter 4 of [Bra11] for further discussion of the hybrid-logical rules. Here we’ll simply add that while the rule $Name$ is needed for completeness, it is not needed in our analysis of the Sally-Anne task.

4 Formalizing the first-order Sally-Anne task

To figure out where Sally will look for her marble, the subject views matters from Sally’s perspective and reasons as follows. At the time $t_0$, Sally believed the marble to be in the basket. She saw no action to move it, so she still believed this at $t_1$. When she returned at $t_2$, she still believed the marble to be in the basket (after all, she was out of the room when Anne moved it at time $t_1$). So the subject concludes that Sally believes that the marble is still in the basket.

To formalize this we use the nominal $s$ to name Sally, and the modal operators $S$ (sees that) and $B$ (believes that). The predicate $l(i, t)$ means that the marble is at location $i$ at time $t$. Predicate $m(t)$ means that the marble is moved at time $t$. We take time to be discrete, and use $t + 1$ as the successor of $t$. Using this vocabulary we can express the four belief formation principles we need:

- **(D)** $B\neg\phi \rightarrow \neg B\phi$
- **(P1)** $S\phi \rightarrow B\phi$
- **(P2)** $B(l(i, t) \land \neg Bm(t) \rightarrow B(l(i, t + 1))$
- **(P3)** $Bm(t) \rightarrow Sm(t)$

With the help of these principles, the perspectival reasoning involved in the Sally-Anne task can be formalized as the derivation in Figure 3 (in the Appendix). Note that when applying the belief formation principles, we simply use them as rules.

This formalization was given in [Bra14], and later explicated in [BBP16a, BBP16b]. For the purpose of the present paper, we point out that all applications of the belief formation principles in Figure 3 stay within the syntax specified in the previous section, in fact, modal operators in Figure 3 only occur in front of literals. So what is really going on is indexed propositional reasoning with modalized literals, where the rule $Term$ is employed to effect a shift between indexes (note that the belief formation principles are the only rules involving modal operators). In particular, in accordance with the syntax, the applications of belief formation principles in Figure 3 only involve pure Boolean combinations of propositional symbols.

---

3The “belief formation” (and “belief manipulation”) terminology is borrowed from [Sv08], see [BBP16a, BBP16b] for detailed explanations. As for the belief formations principles themselves, Principle (D) is a common modal axiom and it says that beliefs are consistent, that is, if something is believed, then its negation is not also believed. Principle (P1) states that a belief in $\phi$ may be formed as a result of seeing $\phi$; this is principle (9.2) in [Sv08], page 251. Principle (P2) is a principle of inertia: a belief that the predicate $l$ is true is preserved from a time $t$ to its successor $t + 1$, unless it is believed that the marble moved at $t$. This is essentially Principle (9.11) from [Sv08], page 253, and axiom $[A_5]$ in [AB08], page 20. Principle (P3) encodes the information that seeing the marble being moved is the only way a belief that the marble is being moved can be acquired (this is an arguable assumption in the Sally-Anne scenario, but it of course depends on the scenario under consideration, and other scenarios might call for other ways to acquire belief).
5 A hybrid modal logic (for the second-order task)

The language we now consider is the following: Atomic formulas are predicates like \( l(i, t) \) and \( m(t) \), which are treated as propositional symbols. Again we also have nominals \( a, b, c, \ldots \) standing for people. The connectives are the usual Boolean connectives of propositional logic as well as satisfaction operators, the belief modality \( B \), and the see modality \( S \). So now modal operators are treated as genuine operators that can occur anywhere in a formula (not just in front of literals, as part of expressions treated as propositional symbols).

Now, the formal semantics. With the aim of interpreting the \( S \) modality, we equip the set of people with a binary relation, and with the aim of interpreting the \( B \) modality, we add a set of doxastic states equipped with a binary relation for each person. In our notion of a model, people and doxastic states are kept separate; as we note below, this keeps the logic straightforward in two respects.

Definition 5.1 A model is a tuple \((P, Q, W, \{R_i\}_{i \in P}, \{V_i\}_{i \in P})\) where

1. \( P \) is a non-empty set ("people");
2. \( Q \) is a binary relation on \( P \); and
3. \( W \) is a non-empty set ("doxastic states");
4. for each \( i \), \( R_i \) is a binary relation on \( W \); and
5. For each \( i \), \( V_i \) is a function that to each propositional symbol (in the above sense) assigns a subset of \( W \).

Note that for any person \( i \), the triple \((W, R_i, V_i)\) constitutes a model for doxastic logic in the usual sense (except that no conditions have been imposed on the accessibility relation \( R_i \)).

Let a model \( \mathcal{M} = (P, Q, W, \{R_i\}_{i \in P}, \{V_i\}_{i \in P}) \) be given. The relation \( \mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models \phi \) is defined by induction, where \( g \) is an assignment, \( i \) is an element of \( P \), \( w \) is an element of \( W \), and \( \phi \) is a formula (and where \( p \) stands for an atomic formula as described above).

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models p & \iff w \in V_i(p) \\
\mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models a & \iff i = g(a) \\
\mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models \phi \land \psi & \iff \mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models \phi \text{ and } \mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models \psi \\
\mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models \phi \rightarrow \psi & \iff \mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models \phi \text{ implies } \mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models \psi \\
\mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models \bot & \iff \text{falsum} \\
\mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models \Box_a \phi & \iff \mathcal{M}, g, g(a), w \models \phi \\
\mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models S \phi & \iff \text{for some } j \in P, iQj \text{ and } \mathcal{M}, g, j, w \models \phi \\
\mathcal{M}, g, i, w \models B \phi & \iff \text{for all } v \in W, wR_i v \text{ implies } \mathcal{M}, g, i, v \models \phi
\end{align*}
\]

Observe that the following two properties hold (these are a straightforward consequence of our decision to keep people and doxastic states separate):

- If the sublanguage consisting of propositional symbols (in the above sense), Boolean connectives, nominals, satisfaction operators, and the see modality \( S \) is considered, then the relation \( \models \) behaves like in standard hybrid modal logic.
- If the sublanguage consisting of propositional symbols (in the above sense), Boolean connectives, and the belief modality \( B \) is considered, then the relation \( \models \) behaves like in standard doxastic logic.

The natural deduction system for the second-order Sally-Anne task is obtained by extending the standard natural deduction system for classical propositional logic with the hybrid-logical rules in Figure 1 as well as the modal BM rule in Figure 2, which we will motivate in the next section.

Theorem 5.2 Let \( \psi \) be a formula and \( \Gamma \) a set of formulas. The first statement below implies the second statement.
Figure 2: Belief manipulation rule for the $B$ operator

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[\phi_1] \ldots [\phi_n] \\
\vdots \\
B\phi_1 \ldots B\phi_n \\
\hline
\psi \\
\end{array}
\]

(BM)\ref{\textsuperscript{*}}

* There are no undischarged assumptions in the derivation of $\psi$ besides the specified occurrences of $\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_n$.

1. The formula $\psi$ is derivable from $\Gamma$.

2. For any model $M$, any assignment $g$, any person $i$, and any doxastic state $w$, if, for any formula $\theta \in \Gamma$, it is the case that $M, g, i, w \models \theta$, then $M, g, i, w \models \psi$.

**Proof** The soundness proof is by induction on the structure of the derivation of $\psi$. There is a case for each rule.

Soundness of the standard natural deduction rules for classical propositional logic and the hybrid-logical rules in Figure 1 follows from the soundness proof, Theorem 4.1 given in [Bra11], this being the case since the additional parameter $w$ to the $\models$ relation above does not affect the proof (for intuition, see the first observation made above).

We now consider the case with the BM rule in Figure 2 (for intuition, see the second observation made above). Let $M$ be a model, $g$ an assignment, $i$ a person, $w$ a doxastic state, such that for any formula $\theta \in \Gamma$, $M, g, i, w \models \theta$. We have to prove that $M, g, i, w \models B\psi$, that is, for any doxastic state $v$ such that $wR_i v$, we have $M, g, i, v \models \psi$. According to the side-condition on the BM rule, there are no undischarged assumptions in the derivation of $\psi$ besides the specified occurrences of $\phi_i$, so it follows by induction that $M, g, i, v \models \psi$, which is what we wanted to prove. Q.E.D.

6 Formalizing the second-order Sally-Anne task

Our formalization of the second-order Sally-Anne task is based on the observation that the experimental subject has the same beliefs about Sally in the first-order Sally-Anne task as Anne has about Sally in the second-order task, to be more precise, in the first-order task the subject believes that Sally does not know the ball has moved whereas in the second-order task Anne analogously believes that Sally does not know the ball has moved. This suggests that we should take the proof-tree we have just given (formalizing the subject’s reasoning about Sally), view it as formalizing Anne’s reasoning about Sally, and nest it as appropriate inside a formalization of the subject’s reasoning about the second-order task. That is, we should add another level of nesting to the perspectival analysis.

As pointed out in [BBP16a, BBP16b], the additional level of nesting requires that we introduce a recursive belief manipulation rule for the $B$ operator. There are several ways this could be done; see for example [Wan94]. We have chosen the rule for the minimal modal logic $K$ given in Figure 2. We call it the BM rule. It is a version of a rule from [Fit07] that fits naturally our tree-style natural deduction proofs. Thus, we treat $B$ as a full-fledged modal operator.

With this machinery in place, the reasoning in the second-order Sally-Anne task can be formalized by the proof-tree\ref{4} in Figure 4 in the Appendix, where we use the nominal $a$ as a name.

\[4\] This proof-tree differs slightly from the proof-tree given in [BBP16a, BBP16b]; it is slightly simpler, as here we have omitted a reasoning step involving a third modal operator $D$ (deduces that). We return to this point in the papers conclusion.

7
for Anne. Note that the first-order proof-tree is nested inside: the dots in the upper-right corner of Figure 4 indicate where.

The proof-tree’s conclusion, $\Diamond_a B \Diamond_s B l(basket, t_2)$, says that Anne believes that Sally believes that the marble is in the basket at the time $t_2$, and this is indeed the correct response to the second-order task. Note that the embedded proof-tree (which reasons from Sally’s perspective) yields the conclusion $\Diamond_a B l(basket, t_2)$, which is the correct response to the first-order task. The essential step in the proof-tree is the way the belief manipulation rule BM glues together the two levels of perspectival reasoning.

### 7 From first-order to second-order mastery

The first-order formalization has a simple structure: Beside the application of the Term rule, the proof-tree consists of sequencing applications of belief formation principles until the crucial formula $\Diamond_a B l(basket, t_2)$ is deduced. In short, the analysis consists of Perspectival Reasoning + Belief Formation correctly combined. On the other hand, the second-order formalization requires the belief manipulation rule BM, which allows unrestricted Belief Manipulation as well.

We believe that this analysis sheds some light on the status of the shift from first-order to second-order mastery, which there is no consensus about. Starting with [SZTF94], some researchers have viewed second-order mastery as a reasonably straightforward addition to first-order mastery: the acquisition of second-order mastery occurs when the child has sufficiently strengthened his or her information processing capacities, such as working memory and sequencing; following [Mil09, Mil12] we call this the complexity only position. Other researchers, starting with [PW85], have argued that the transition marks a more fundamental cognitive shift; again we follow Miller and call this the conceptual change position.

Our analysis suggests that the transition to second-order competence marks a more significant development than is suggested by the complexity only position: Second-order competence marks the stage where beliefs become objects in their own right that can be manipulated. This shift is mirrored in our analysis: we jumped from a logic that permitted only Belief Formation + Perspectival Reasoning to one that also allowed unrestricted Belief Manipulation, as embodied by the BM rule.

### 8 Conclusion

In this paper we clarified the claim (made in our earlier work on the Sally-Anne tasks) that the reasoning involved in the first-order task was essentially propositional while the reasoning in the second-order task was essentially modal. The first-order analysis is carried out in the LCD fragment of hybrid logic. This is a very simple fragment of hybrid logic (it is easy to see that it has an NP-complete satisfiability problem) and moreover, the first-order proof has a very simple structure: the outputs of simply propositional reasoning involving the belief formation principles are fed into a single application of the Term rule. Moreover, the semantics we gave for the richer language in which we analysed the second-order problem was genuinely modal: it was a simple and fairly standard Kripke semantics and we used it to prove the soundness of the crucial BM rule. It follows that we are carrying out the second-order analysis in a standard (hybrid) modal logic (that is, a PSPACE hard logic). There indeed seems to be a jump involved in the move from first-order to second-order competency.

At a superficial level, the above considerations seems to be contradicted by recent results in the paper [vdPvRS18] which analyzes the computational complexity of theory of mind reasoning, as formalized in terms of dynamic epistemic logic. This paper shows that theory of mind reasoning is intractable (PSPACE-complete), and more surprisingly, that so formalized, this is independent of the order of the reasoning.\(^5\)

\(^5\)According to the paper [vdPvRS18], “Higher-order thinking could still be a source of difficulty for performing theory of mind for other reasons than computational complexity (e.g., due to limited working-memory).” In this
However, we note that what we do in the present paper is to model reasoning from the perspective of the subject doing the reasoning, that is, the reasoning of the subject is represented by a formal proof, built according to the rules of a precisely defined proof-system, thus, the subject’s reasoning process is represented step-by-step by instances of proof-rules. This is different from the paper [vdPvRS18] where the modeling tool is dynamic epistemic logic. See Section 5 of [Ver09] for a general discussion of using epistemic logic as a model for human social cognition. Summing up, there are two different sorts of modelling, via proof-theory and via dynamic epistemic logic—we shall leave a more direct comparison to future work, and for now only mention that there are recent attempts at modelling human reasoning involving both perspectives at the same time, see [SS18].

Nonetheless, the semantics we have given should not be considered a final analysis. For a start, the semantics we have given is probably too simple: keeping people and doxastic states separate results in a logically straightforward system, but a more fine-grained approach that modelled interactions between seeing and believing might teach us more. Moreover, as we mentioned in Footnote 6, in this paper we discussed a slightly simpler versions of our original proofs as we did not make use of the $D$ (deduces) operator. Now, this operator is only used in a very limited way in our original analysis: it occurs only in one belief formation principle, namely $D\phi \rightarrow B\phi$ (if you can deduce something then you believe it) and it was easy to simplify the proof so that it was not required. Indeed, one of the reasons we used this principle was because Stenning and van Lambalgen [Sv08] make use of a similar principle in their closed world reasoning analysis; we wanted to be able to compare our approach with theirs. But the ease with which we could simplify the proof points to a deeper issue: how should we go about picking suitable belief formation rules in the first place? What predicates/modalities should they be stated in? Perhaps using ‘seeing’ can be justified (this verb is used in the statement of the tests) but do we really need ‘deduces’? More generally: what exactly should we be able to expect in the way of belief formation principles.

We don’t have answers to such questions at this stage. We’ll simply repeat what we said earlier: the semantics given in this paper was introduced to make certain technical claims more precise, but it is hardly the end of the story.
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Appendix

The appendix contains the formalization of the first-order and second-order Sally-Anne tasks (Figures 3 and 4).
Figure 3: Formalization of the child’s correct response in the first-order Sally-Anne task

\[
\frac{[s] \left[ S_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0) \right]}{S_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0)} \quad \frac{S_{t_0} (t_0)}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_0)} \quad \frac{[s] \left[ \neg S_{t_0} (t_1) \right]}{\neg S_{t_0} (t_1)}
\]

\[\frac{\text{P1}}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_0)} \quad \frac{\text{D}}{\neg S_{t_0} (t_1)} \quad \frac{\text{P2}}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_1)}
\]

\[\frac{[s] \left[ S_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0) \right]}{S_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0)} \quad \frac{S_{t_0} (t_0)}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_0)} \quad \frac{[s] \left[ \neg S_{t_0} (t_1) \right]}{\neg S_{t_0} (t_1)}
\]

\[\frac{\text{P1}}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_0)} \quad \frac{\text{D}}{\neg S_{t_0} (t_1)} \quad \frac{\text{P2}}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_1)}
\]

The vertical dots in the upper-right corner represent the derivation in Figure 3. So this proof-tree contains two applications of Term: the concluding application, which is shown, and the one inside the earlier proof-tree, which is not. To save space, we have omitted names of the introduction and elimination rules for the @ operator.

Figure 4: Formalization of the child’s correct response in the second-order Sally-Anne task

\[
\frac{[a] \left[ \left[ S_{t_0} \right] \left[ S_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0) \right] \right]}{S_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0)} \quad \frac{[a] \left[ \left[ S_{t_0} \right] \left[ S_{t_0} (t_0) \right] \right]}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0)} \quad \frac{[a] \left[ \left[ S_{t_0} \right] \left[ \neg S_{t_0} (t_1) \right] \right]}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0)}
\]

\[\frac{\text{P1}}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0)} \quad \frac{\text{P1}}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0)} \quad \frac{\text{P1}}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_0)}
\]

\[\frac{[a] \left[ \left[ S_{t_0} \right] \left[ \neg S_{t_0} (t_1) \right] \right]}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_0)} \quad \frac{\text{BM}}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_2)}
\]

\[\frac{[a] \left[ \left[ S_{t_0} \right] \left[ S_{t_0} (t_0) \right] \right]}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_0)} \quad \frac{\text{BM}}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_2)}
\]

\[\frac{[a] \left[ \left[ S_{t_0} \right] \left[ \neg S_{t_0} (t_1) \right] \right]}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_0)} \quad \frac{\text{BM}}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_2)}
\]

\[\frac{[a] \left[ \left[ S_{t_0} \right] \left[ S_{t_0} (t_0) \right] \right]}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_0)} \quad \frac{\text{BM}}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_2)}
\]

\[\frac{[a] \left[ \left[ S_{t_0} \right] \left[ \neg S_{t_0} (t_1) \right] \right]}{\neg B_{t_0} (t_0)} \quad \frac{\text{BM}}{B_{t_0} (\text{basket}, t_2)}
\]

The vertical dots in the upper-right corner represent the derivation in Figure 3. So this proof-tree contains two applications of Term: the concluding application, which is shown, and the one inside the earlier proof-tree, which is not. To save space, we have omitted names of the introduction and elimination rules for the @ operator.